INTRODUCTION
The pseudo-inverse fmds a wide range of applications to statistics, optimal control theory, curve fitting etc. Application of the theory to various fields rests upon the "best approximate solution property" of the pseudo-inverse which is closely associated with orthogonal projectors in a Hubert space. In this paper we will apply the concept of pseudo-inverse to abstract splines as started by Laurent [9] , In section 1 the properties of the pseudo-inverse are summarized and certain lemmas are proved. In section 2 interpolating splines of minimum norm are defined usmg the concept of restricted pseudo-inverse introduced by MinamideNakamura [10] . The structure of splines of minimum norm is discussed if a certain invariance relation is valid. In the last section, the theory is applied to abstract tensor product splines.
NOTE ON PSEUDO-INVERSES
We adopt the notations of Minamide-Nakamura [10] . Let 
Then T is normally solvable iffy(T)>0. [N(Ty dénotes the orthogonal complement of N(T).]
The orthogonal projector on a subspace L is denoted by P L . In particular, the projectors P R{T) , Pjv (r) x can be represented in terms of the pseudo-inverse T + (Moore's définition [11] ):
For a normally solvable operator Tthe pseudo-inverse T + eL(H 2 , H\) may also be defïned as the unique solution X of the Penrose équations [11) :
The pseudo-inverse T + enjoys the "best approximate solution property" for the équation Tu = ^:
In later discussion we shall use the relations
(1.12) (see [4] 
T) + (T* T)P N(S) i = (T* T) + P NiS) i{T* T),

W + = (T* T) + P NiS) ±(T* T)(T* T) + , P Nm ±P NiS) ±(T* T) + (T* T)HT* T) + P NiS) i(T* T) (T* T) + (T* T),
=(r* T) + P N(s) x(r* T),
=(T* T) + (T* T)P mS) i,
i. e. we have
This complètes the proof of lemma 1.4. Laurent [9] used the pseudo-inverse (TxS) + to construct smoothing splines by applying the best approximate solution property to the équation Minamide and Nakamura [10] introduced the concept of restricted pseudoinverse which posseses a "constrained best approximate solution property" and which has applications to certain constrained minimization problems. In view of a resuit of Hall [6] This complètes the proof of lemma 1.5.
SPLINES OF MINIMUM NORM
Throughout this section we shall assume that the operators Because of (2.6), (2.7) the element u 0 is an interpolating spline relative to T, S. In view of (2. 
8) u 0 is called the interpolating spline of minimum norm relative to T, S, r\eR (S). If the uniqueness relation is valid
N(T)nN(S)
= {0},(2.= T TP N (S) (P N (S j T TP N ( S) ) P N (S j T * 77^ ^1
Then the interpolating spline of minimum norm relative to T,S,r\eR (S) is given by
Proof: Again, the invariance relation (2.18) follows immediately from (2.26), (2.27):
APPLICATION TO TENSOR PRODUCT SPLINES
In this section, we shall exhibit an application of the theory to abstract tensor product splines. For tensor product splines, the uniqueness relation is not valid in gênerai. We shall consider tensor product operators
where
are normally solvable operators. (For tensor products of Hubert spaces and linear operators we refer to [1] .) Our first theorem 3.1 extends to normally solvable operators a resuit which is known for invertible operators and for arbitrary matrices ( [1, 5] Proof: Let us first show that T'® T" is normally solvable. Since T', T" are normally solvable we have
T'
+ r' = P N(n x, T' To show that T'®T" is normally solvable we may assume without loss of generality that 7"® r"#0, i. e. we have r'#0', r"#0" and therefore The proof is purely algebraic as in the case of matrices [5] .
We are now able to state the main resuit of this section. 
